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Having been a coflector of medaffic AustraLiana for over 25
years, I have become increasingly aware that the greatest weakness of
contemporary numismatics is the lack of consistency, accuracy and

Iogic in its terminology.

At present there is no certainty of appreciating intricate
numismatic points on the basis of verbal or written descriptions,
without the assistance of high quality photographic iffustrations,
and consequently, valuable research may be lost through the lack cf
an effective terminologyr enabling detailed observations to be pre-
cisely recorded without the necessity to resort to expensive photo-
blocks.

Firstl-y, the use of the English language bears little refation
to comnon usage. To take an example, if I congratufate a friend on
forming a "very good" colfectionr he is flattered, but shoufd r
remark that the average condition of his specimens is "very good", he
feefs insulted!

Who in their right mind coufd confidently purchase an expensive
coin or medal on the basis of the present standards of description,
without first taking the precaution of visuaL examination? Co11ec-
tors have tended to be apatheticall-y resigned to this very unsatis-
factory situation, and the time is J.ong overdue for the development
and promotion of a totalJ.y new approach to condition terminology.
The basic problem is that what is stated does not convey what is
meant! Let me demonstrate the absurdity of the current grading
scafe.
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FLEUR DE COIN (FDC) This ul-timate grade presents no probJ-em as it
I.s ab-soiuEeEA permits no concessions. it denotes a specimen that
is perfect in every respect - a perfect strike in pristine condition.
A very smafL fraction of the production run. (The French is more
poetic than informative. )

IINCIRCULATED (UNC. ) As issued by the minting authorityr but not
technically perfect in every respect, due to the tolerances that are
accepted in mass production. The design might be slightly off
centre, not strongly struck up, or from worn dies. The surface rnight
Lack an even lustrel or show production handling marks. pieces. in
their original bright untoned state are often qualified as Brilliant
Uncirculated (eu), and those with only minute imperfections often
rate the term cem UNC-

The 'FINES" (EF, VF, F) This is where we rea11y begin to strike
trouble. The definitions of FINE in the Little Oxford Dictionary
are "of high quality ... excellent ... imposing one of those
appealing to sense of beauty,'. Thus in normal- English usage, FINE
would more appropriately describe what we caLl uNcrRcuLATED rather
than a condition three grades lower as in numismatic terminology.
Our "FINE" specimen is far from being ,,one of those appealing to
sense of beauty". The qualifications .EXTREMELY" and only
compound the misnomer.

The "GOODS" (VG, c) Here r^re are in even deeper troubfe. The.Oxford
deETiG-6T-Es-EEving right qualities, adequare excetlent,
worthy ... suitable". thus in common usage would imply an
attractive condition. Tt would be a brave dealer who woufd ldrr..-
tise a "G" rated piece as "having right qualities',, much less ,'worthy
or excellent" !

|AIR in Normaf usage this word denotes ,'moderate quality" r which in
its numismatic context woufd be a gross exaggeration.

POOR Reasonably appropriate, although perhaps an understatement for
an object stiff technically a coin, but virtually a candidate for the
melting pot.

_ The stark reaLity is that the only rational- gradings occur at
the extremities of the scale, FDC and UNC at the top, and p@R at the
bottom, the intermediate grades being extremely misleading.

Quite apart from its deceptive terminologyr the scale taken as.a
whofe shows a deplorable lack of balanced scientific objectivity. of
the nine grades discussed above, seven have positive connotalions,
one is more or less neutral (FAIR), and only one has a negative con-
notation (POoR)r when in actual fact alL grades below VF iena to be
avoided by most serious coll-ectors.

As if the foregoing problems were not enough, we are also aff-
ficted hrith those infuriating prefixes and These
apparently signify that either the stated grade cannot quite be jus-
tified (aEF) or that the piece is within a hairline or two of deser-
ving a higher grade (gVF). Doesn't this reasoning make gVF equiva-
l-ent to aEF? Paradoxicall-yr if we adhered to the current grading
logicr the prefix l-ower the grading rather than enhance it!
Another interesting point is that the prefixes are inevitably restric-
ted to optimism - who has ever seen the grading "pEF" (poor EF)?

A further couple of absurdities have been creeping into the
grading jargonl "OTHERWISE" and "FOR THE COfNrr. Can we really
toferate the farcical "tiny rim nks, some scuffing, otherwise FDC",
or approve the devious "EF for the coin", \rhen an accurate appraisal
would state in fairness to both reader and coin: "F (highest grading
known for coin)". For grading to have scientific credibility, the
standards must be absolute and not flexible to suit extraneous cir-
cumstances.

In my opinion the solution lies in the universal adoption of an
objectively balancedr unambiguous grading scaler either numericaf,
verbal, or perhaps a combination of both. ff terms such as Perfect'
Uncircul-atedr Finer Good, Fair, Poor are considered necessary,
it is essential that they conform to norma.I English usage. As we
approach the top of any grading sequence' values esca.Iate out of aLl
proportion to the marginal improvements in condition. Consequently,
for a grading system to be a really effective toofr grades above that
which by consensus is considered the basic coll-ectable condition,
should be decimafised. Consistency would be achieved by strict ad-
herence to criteria demonstrated in a universal reference specimen
set (E.c., F.f to F.10.)

Another serious impediment to the conununication of numismatic
research is the absence of a simple and consistent method of precisefy
recording a particular point on a coin or medal. Numismatists have
been forced to rely on photography as the only avaifabfe means for
conveying the details of their researches. This is often difficuft,
tirne consumingr and costly to reproduce in journals. The alternative
verbal description of critical- fine points has proved of limited
val-ue, entailing lengthy and often confusing explanation based on
references to strategic design features. The accurate communication
of a specific point in an expanse of field has been a very frustrating
exercise.

However, I have devised a sofution to all these problems. It
is an extremely simple and accurate measuring devicer with universaL
application to the whol-e numismatic spectrum.
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denotes a point on the 70 degree l-ine f5mm from the centre. Tor
Iarger medal-s intermediate points can be accurately determined visu-
a}ly, e.g. 125/37 (see diagram).

NOTE: Unusually shaped pieces are positioned by ensuring that both
their verticaf and horizontal- extremities are equidistant from the
grid's axes.
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As shown in the diagram above, it takes the form of a grid,
engraved in bfack on a sheet of clear plastic bent at tv/o opposing
edges to create a slightly raised measuring surface.

As shov/n, the grid consists of concentric circles increasing in
radius by 5mm. These are segmented by radial fines at 10 degree
interval-s. The concentric circles ensure easy and accurate centring
over the upright coi.n or medaLr and then the co-ordinates of the
points of interest recorded. For example, the reference 7O/I5

A SUMMARY OF THE MATN ADVANTAGES OF THIS SYSTEM

A universal reference covering the entire numismatic spectrum.

Simple to usei world wide application (no language invofved. )

Does not involve touching specimen.

Extreme accuracy possible. A magnifier can assist for very small
coins.

References simply communicated and quickly and accuratefy interpreted.

For smalLer coins or large flawsr "o'clocks" can be substituted by
using the 30 degree intervals-

Excellent for prompt detection of die variations and forgeries.

A Chinamark penciJ. can be used to trace out features such as die
cracks on the instrument itself.

Photos showing marked grid over coin would be useful for illustrating
papers. (Subsequent enlargement wouLd not affect the validity of
references- )

Can be used in conjunction with a mirror for measurement of Upsets.

Smaff and convenient, can be carried in pocket, not damage-prone.

Sinple and cheap to manufacture.

CouLd be availabfe in different sizes to suit either coins or medafs.
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